This article examines the career of Sheffield-born actor Sean Bean through an analysis of his starring role in the ITV historical drama Sharpe (1993)(1994)(1995)(1996)(1997)(1998)(1999)(2000)(2001)(2002)(2003)(2004)(2005)(2006)(2007)(2008). I chart the ways in which the adaptation capitalizes on Bean's public identity as a Northern English, working-class actor, as well as providing a specific emphasis on regionality through a focus on how the characterization speaks to a popular understanding of Yorkshire, and a consideration of how As one of Sheffield's most successful exports, actor Sean Bean has established an impressive career in film and television, from the obligatory minor appearance in The Bill to an Emmy Award-winning performance in The Accused (2010)(2011)(2012). He has taken on a range of roles in literary adaptations, Hollywood blockbusters and action thrillers, but is arguably best known for playing villains and dying on-screen. Bean's characters have been variously shot, stabbed, drowned, beheaded, quartered, crushed, frozen, exploded and stampeded to death by cows. A YouTube compilation of his many deaths has attracted over
budget and time constraints that uniform was hastily altered rather than replaced, and so the second Sharpe immediately cut a rather less groomed figure on-screen, with the 5'10½" Bean strapped into a jacket tailored for the 5'8½" McGann. Tellingly, the difference between the two performances has been frequently read in terms of contrasting models of masculinity.
Recurring Sharpe guest star Julian Fellowes noted that 'Paul had then a certain delicacy of feature that unavoidably gave him a Dandini-esque quality when he was in the uniform. Sean is what used to be called "a real man" in that his camera presence cannot be softened ' (quoted in Jackson 2000: 116) , while David Troughton, who played Sir Arthur Wellesley for the first two episodes, has said that 'Paul and Sean had different approaches. Paul's was more a romantic hero, whereas Sean gave Richard Sharpe a Northern hard edge ' (quoted in Jackson 2000: 116) . This perceived divide between the possibility of a refined, romantic Sharpe versus the reality of Bean's more rugged interpretation is crucial to my reading of the character, as the actor's Northern English identity is immediately associated with toughness and a more 'authentic' brand of masculinity.
Of course, it was Bean's late arrival to the production that actually led to Sharpe's most distinguishing feature, as it was agreed he should perform with his own accent. This was primarily because of time constraints and the pressure of delivering a consistent performance at relatively short notice, as explained by director Tom Clegg:
He really had enough to do without having to sustain an accent in such a long-running series. I had heard his London accent in Fool's Gold and it was okay, but I thought that the earthy quality of Richard Sharpe would be better served by Sean's natural challenged, irritated, obstructed and angered then the provocations had to come from people with whom he was constantly associated ' (1994: vii) . The result is that the Sharpe novels are far more concerned with conflict within the British ranks, and that conflict is inevitably shaped by the politics of social class. And while the contrast between the speech of a working-class Londoner and an upper-class officer would, of course, be immediately evident, the necessary tension is infinitely exacerbated through Bean's performance, which delivers the added subtext of a north/south divide. His flat vowels and gruff tones are contrasted against the cut-glass accents and affected speech patterns of his more privileged colleagues, and this is frequently used to signal their villainy. For example, in the adaptation of Sharpe's Eagle, the unpleasant duo of Lieutenants Gibbons (Neil Dudgeon) and Berry (Daniel Craig) punctuate their conversation with exclamations of 'old boy' (24 times), 'I say' (seven times) and, for variety, 'old chap' (twice). The lexical reinforcement verges on caricature, but is nevertheless effective in underlining difference. It can also be seen to serve a more complex purpose. Popular historical fiction can easily be accused of promoting a simplistic, if not outright, jingoistic agenda, as De Groot suggests when he describes the Sharpe series as 'offer[ing] a very uninflected version of events ' (2010: 168) . As a reading of the books, it is debateable, but it does serve to underline the narrative value of further distancing television Sharpe from the conventional model of an English officer, and keeping the primary focus on social rather than international disputes. The real drama certainly lies not in British victories against the French, but in Sharpe's victories against the British establishment. Blandford perceives this as another point of contact between actor and character, suggesting that 'Sean's Sharpe is "other" as, in some strange way, is Sean Bean himself ' (2006: 217) . Bean's Northern English identity is credited here as a point of marginalization, which is inextricably transferred to Sharpe.
However, as important as the delivery of his words might be, Sharpe is still primarily a man of action. Bean's presence is highlighted in terms of allure as well as menace, and the combination is essential to the series' success. First, Bean has to be credible as a fierce soldier, who is in his element on the battlefield, and has an instinctive aptitude for combat.
Cornwell perhaps articulates this vision most vividly in Sharpe's Triumph, when Sharpe rescues Wellesley (later Lord Wellington) during the Battle of Assaye:
He was keening a mad noise as he fought and it seemed to him at that instant as though he could do nothing wrong. It was as if the enemy had been magically slowed to half speed and he had been quickened. He was taller than any of them, and he was stronger, and he was suddenly much faster. He was even enjoying the fight, had he Harper in 'Sharpe's Rifles ' (1993) , the actors are shown staggering between increasingly wild blows, their ragged breath is heavy on the audio track, and Harper vomits directly in front of the camera after Sharpe smashes his face. It is an unflinchingly brutal scene that sets the tone for the series, as Sharpe's frequent duels and grudge-matches are characterized by the same physical intensity. Bean won medals for fencing during his time at RADA, and this expertise is invaluable to his portrayal of Sharpe -Sharpe lacks the formal training taken for granted by the officer class, and is rarely the most talented swordsman -and so Bean's skill is evident not in his ability to appear the best but from his ability to appear technically outclassed and still emerge convincingly victorious. In 'Sharpe's Honour ' (1994) he is challenged to a duel by the aristocratic Marqués de Casares el Grande, and initially struggles to match the Marqués' precision and speed. After receiving a cut on his face, Sharpe abandons duelling etiquette and delivers a vicious kick below the belt, followed by hacking blows with the sword and a knock-out punch to the jaw. The shift in style serves to make the (Paterson 1993) . These comments also echo Julian Fellowes' earlier description of Bean as a 'real man', and at first glance it does seem that Sharpe celebrates a blatantly unreconstructed brand of masculinity. But while this image is bolstered by class, it is also a complicating factor. Sharpe's love interests are frequently upper-class women, placing him as the 'bit of rough'. In 'Sharpe's Regiment' (1996) Sharpe is picked up by the elegant Lady Anne Camoynes (Caroline Langrishe), who hints at valuable information but
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Yorkshireman therefore means engaging with a history of regional stereotypes that adds pertinent new depths and dimensions to the character:
For a long time, the North has been held up as a beacon of the underdog: grim, industrial and dour. Yorkshire's industrial cities, hard work ethic, tendency towards self-depreciation, rustic charm, overt masculinity, suspicion of strangers and, above all else, pride, capture much of what the region is about. (Fletcher 2012: 202) Fletcher's definition echoes key aspects of Sharpe's character, which, although already present in the books, were certainly intensified by the screen portrayal. The emphasis both Russell and Fletcher place on regional pride is supported throughout Bean's promotional interviews, which inevitably include some mention of his '100% Blades' tattoo, and his enduring affection for his home town of Sheffield: 'Rather than sipping champagne in sophisticated restaurants, you imagine him with a pint of bitter in a working men's club in his native Yorkshire. For all the fame that the capricious world of show business has bestowed, he remains very close to his roots' (Staples 1995 ).
Yet, while the codes and cultural markers of Yorkshire may be integral to viewing Sharpe, it is actually very rare for the county itself to be mentioned. In an early scene from 'Sharpe's Rifles', Sharpe questions the men placed under his command, so that each soldier is established in terms of his origins: Cooper is a thief from Shoreditch, Hagman is a poacher from Cheshire and Harris is 'a rake and a wastrel' from Wheatley in Oxfordshire. The details help to differentiate the characters, as well as reinforcing the suggestion that the 'chosen men' are a unit where membership is based on individual skill, rather than a collective identity as with regiments like the South Essex or the Connaught Rangers. Despite this, Sharpe's own backstory is kept personal rather than regional. He confides to Teresa that 'I was born in a brothel. Grew up in an orphanage', but there is no reference to any location. This is quite possibly another consequence of the late casting, but it serves to further the discrepancy between the inner-and extratextual importance of the Yorkshire identity. And don't think they don't want to see me back down in the gutter, oh they do. The only thing that keeps me up is me money, and the fact I'm better than the lot of them.
The same as you, Richard, you've shot up beyond your station, haven't you.
While previous lines of conflict have been quite clearly drawn -British/French, working class/upper class, north/south -Parfitt disrupts this narrative framework, and Sharpe is set against a fellow Yorkshireman, from a background that is only marginally less impoverished than his own. Furthermore, returning home exposes that Sharpe himself is no longer able to fit neatly into his usual role of disenfranchised outsider: to the mill workers, Major Richard
Sharpe is the establishment. The Yorkshire location is essential in conveying the full scale of the change, as it calls attention to how far the character has travelled. As noted, the Sharpe series has been criticized for presenting a simplistic view of history, which 'emphasises duty, order, and stability - [and] rarely (despite Sharpe's maverick status) contains dissidence or complexity' (De Groot 2009: 198) . The domestic, regional setting of 'Sharpe's Justice'
immediately challenges this reading, as the protagonist struggles to reconcile his military duties with his personal instincts. Usually presented as a consummately capable soldier, this episode is punctuated by a series of escalating scenes in which Sharpe is increasingly helpless. He loses a humiliating public duel to Wickham, is unable to prevent the yeomanry from attacking a workers' rally and, a scant three minutes after the revelation that he has a (half-) brother, the brother is shot and killed. Even after a measure of order is restored, the overall tone remains muted.
As well as demonstrating how the series can use Sharpe's backstory as a way to draw out questions of identity and belonging, the episode thus suggests a degree of engagement with the social and psychological repercussions of war. As noted early in the episode, for the civilian population the real impact of the army's return is far from positive: 'The difference is thousands of bastard soldiers. All crawling the country, all as poor and desperate as you.
Fighting you for jobs, jobs in these stinking mills […] That's victory friends'. Various contemporary accounts also detail the ways in which soldiers struggled to adjust to peace. (2006) has been changed to match the publication year Selcke (2008) given in the reference list. Please confirm whether this is correct. himself: 'he could never be 007, it wouldn't do for the actor playing Ian Fleming's smoothtalking hero to tell the world's press that he were "reet chuffed, like"' (1995). These barbs reveal a degree of lingering prejudice when it comes to actors using regional accents for certain types of roles.
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In a study of typecasting, Ezra W. the incongruity of the casting, as seen in The Sheffield Star's focus on 'that famous craggy face, masked with foundation; that gritty Handsworth accent, blanket-stitched with effeminacy' (Davison 2012 ). There were also inevitable contrasts drawn back to Sharpe: an interview with Saga ran under the byline 'From Sharpe to Stilettos', while The Mirror stuck to 'Bean looks Sharpe in cross-dressing role'. The initial focus is fixed on the gulf between the characters and the extent of Bean's subversion of his usual type of role, but it is also arguable that the real measure of his performance in The Accused is found through the possibility of connection. Without wishing to overstate the case, Tracie is presented as brave, stubborn and painfully aware that being used is not the same thing as being accepted. The role is a departure, but there is something unfortunately patronizing in the reviews that approach it as an anomaly.
In the final analysis, it is clear that his fortuitous portrayal of Sharpe continues to serve as a cornerstone of Bean's career. Sharpe's screen personality, as defined by Bean, has gone on to provide an enduring link between many of the actor's subsequent roles. If it has sometimes led to him being typecast, it has also lent a valuable degree of authority and authenticity to an unexpected range of performances, establishing range as well as consistency, while also ensuring that at least one Bean performance can be safely excluded from his death-reel.
Above all, Sharpe was the series that originally enabled the young actor to establish himself as a quintessentially Northern talent, and it remains an essential reference point in any discussion of Sean Bean's regional identity, as well as his global success.
